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Abstract: Diverse simulations on centralized high performance computers are the driving force behind innovation
in nearly all fields. Higher resolution and real-time interactions of users are expected to reveal valuable phenomena
by providing more precise details and eﬃcient dynamic steering inside simulations. If simulations are performed at a
centralized server, such as supercomputer or cloud system, it is diﬃcult to satisfy the requirements of both real-time
interaction and high-resolution for many of those user’s domain of interest (DoI). To solve this problem, we utilize
distributed regional servers closer to users to perform simulations for each independent DoI region. However, this may
introduce inaccuracies in the boundary condition for each DoI region. In order to improve the boundary conditions for
better regional simulations, the servers must cooperate to exchange necessary information. For this reason, this paper
proposes a general purpose framework named Silk Road, to help application users realize a distributed collaborative
simulation which utilizes regional servers to perform high-resolution simulation with low network delay, with help
from exchanging boundary conditions through collaborations with each other via a central server which performs a
low-resolution but wider area simulation to couple the regional simulations to propagate the higher resolution simulation results. The most notable feature of Silk Road Framework is the bi-directional refinement of on-going simulation
by exchanging an adequate amount of simulation results occasionally without inducing unacceptable network delays.
Through a case study, with a 2D diﬀusion simulation, we show the framework can achieve the distributed collaborative
simulation and our model can help refine simulations on both the regional and central server side.
Keywords: real-time interactive simulation, distributed collaborative simulation, edge/fog computing, IoT, diﬀusion
simulation

1. Introduction
Simulation has been widely used in various fields for academic
and industrial value generation [1]. Instead of post analysis in
common batch processing, real-time simulation and visualization
provides experts with an on-the-fly analysis of the phenomenon
that is occurring. This in situ methodology can also avoid the expensive storage and transfer of the expanding big data along with
the increase of computing ability [2]. Further, interactive simulation and visualization adds human-in-the-loop steering of the
simulation and visualization so that real-time interaction can participate in computing which allows more immediate, eﬀective,
flexible and valuable processing in simulations [3]. And indeed
with the explosive emergence of IoT [4], [5] devices such as sensors, diﬀerent kinds of mobile devices in wider distributed geographical areas, the boundary of man and machine has already
been blurring, so that user interaction in the simulation will not
only be from humans but also an increasingly large number of
machines.
We assume that diﬀerent users (men or machines) may have
diﬀerent domains of interest and they need real-time interaction
and high-resolution simulation result on their interested domain.
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Facing this requirement, we believe collaborative simulation by
distributed users can play important roles in future [6], [7]. To be
specific, each user in wider geographical distributions may have
separate domain of interest where they expect to know more details about the simulation result, while they have no such interest
and indeed no way to know what is happening outside of their
focused limited area. If computing is performed on a centralized high performance server which is usually known as cloud
computing, the network delay and jitter will hamper the real-time
eﬀectiveness. Even without network delay and we consider the
definition of real-time ranges from few milliseconds to days or
weeks according to specific applications, it’s still impossible for
even powerful centralized servers to provide a real-time interactive simulation which can satisfy every user’s requirement in their
desired simulation resolution. So to allow high-resolution simulation and achieve real-time interaction, we utilize distributed regional servers to perform high-resolution simulation on each interested domain and achieve real-time eﬀectiveness by avoiding
high network delay.
However, without collaboration, none of the regional servers
can perform a correct simulation since they have no way to know
what is happening outside their own region which serves as the
mandatory boundary condition for simulation. For simplicity of
understanding, here we take the weather forecast as an example
to clarify this situation. For instance, people living in Tokyo area
care about the details of weather change at Tokyo such as strong
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Fig. 1

Multi-scale bi-directional refinement model for Distributed Collaborative Simulation.

wind, temperature change, the diﬀusion of air pollution particles
and so on. If possible, high resolution information on a specific
district or street is useful and necessary for users. Intuitively,
they do not have to pay any attention to the weather information
of Kyoto area, but the current weather phenomenon in the Kyoto
area may approach and influence the Tokyo area sooner or later.
Vice-versa, the influence from Tokyo area to Kyoto area may also
exist. This is also true for other simulations since the phenomena
we are simulating are inherently correlative at continuous space
and time in the real world. So in order to perform accurate simulation, each regional server which performs high-resolution simulation on limited area must collaborate with others to get the
necessary boundary conditions.
Aiming at the above issues, this paper proposes a generalpurpose framework to help application developers to realize
collaborative simulation with real-time interactions in a distributed environment *1 . Figure 1 shows the basic multi-scale
bi-directional refinement model for distributed collaborative simulation in our framework. It utilizes both decentralized distributed regional servers and a centralized server to realize a distributed collaborative simulation environment, where several regional servers help to improve their simulation results by performing higher resolution simulation for the area of each interest,
working with the central server which covers the whole area but
at a lower resolution. Rather than direct communication between
regional servers, we use their results through a central server on
another layer to integrate each regional server’s interactions and
propagate a global simulation, so that the central server could provide each regional server with their required boundary conditions
via the global simulation result. The benefits are the fact that it
can remove the dependency of regional servers, reduce the complexity, and let simulation propagate on global space. Otherwise,
even if a regional server can receive some data from the other
one, it still don’t know when and how the phenomena happening
at an outside region will approach its own focused area. Although
Fig. 1 just shows two regional servers as examples, since the communication is between regional server and a central server, the
increase of regional servers will not bring about more complexity
in design. And although this figure and the current proposal only
consider two-layer regional/central design, it’s possible to extend
more hierarchy of servers to suit user requirements in the future.
*1

In this paper, we focus on time-series simulations which solve boundary
condition problems for stable and continuous near field phenomena.
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As a result, we expect that regional server can provide satisfactory
high-resolution simulation with the help of the boundary conditon from a central server, and inversely each regional simulation
result can help refine the global simulation on a central server
side. That’s why we call this model a multi-scale bi-directional
refinement model.
In ancient China, in order to sell China’s own rich products
such as silk, tea, and china, and meanwhile to obtain required
products from other countries such as furs, jewelry, and wine,
people built an ancient network of trade roads covering a wide
area known as the Silk Road [8]. As a result, both China and other
countries can get benefits from the multilateral trade, and they
can help each other to improve the quality and diversity of their
own domestic marketing. In some sense, our proposed framework is trying to build an initial message highway to achieve bidirectional data exchanging between independent yet correlated
regional areas. Because of the common grounds with the ancient Silk Road as follows, we name our framework the Silk Road
Framework.
• Distributed Collaboration: Distributed regional servers
know quite well about their own interested region, but due
to the lack of boundary conditions, they need to collaborate
with each other to exchange necessary data for performing
a correct simulation. In the ancient Silk Road, each country
is best at its own goods and culture; to improve the quality and diversity of goods for living, they have to help each
other by trading to get the necessary goods. The Silk Road
Framework and the ancient Silk Road make this exchange
possible.
• Bi-directional Refinement: Our framework doesn’t assume
that the central server is a high performance server or supercomputer, and nor that one supercomputer can perform
high-resolution simulation with real-time interactions for every user. Instead, by collaboration among each regional
servers, the requirements can be fulfilled and results can be
bi-directionally refined. In ancient Silk Road, there never
exists a supercountry which can produce everything due to
limitations imposed by nature and human resources. However by trading, countries can help each other improve their
goods, and the final result is bi-directional win-win situation.
• Reliability: Each regional server must be able to perform
its simulation independently, so that it can continue working and the whole system is reliable in case of any failure of
another regional server. It is similar to the situation where
each country is independent to produce their own products,
and they may join or quit the multilateral trade relationship
freely as they wish regardless of the situation of entire marketplace.

2. Related Work
Fog computing is gathering the attention as a future computing
architecture in the coming IoT era to support applications such
as connected vehicles, and smart city [9], [10], [11], [12]. Due to
the explosive increase of IoT devices in these eras, it becomes impossible for the central server to gather all the information from
these devices at once and process them to perform the necessary
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reaction to the devices interactively. So, the recently proposed
fog computing or edge computing decentralizes the workload of
the remote cloud server by distributing a part of their work to
the edge nodes which are closer to the end-users or the leaf IoT
devices. By utilizing the capacity of computing, storage and network of edge servers, both centralized clouds and IoT devices
can oﬄoad their computing tasks to edge servers and also reduce
the huge amount of long distance network traﬃc sent back and
forward between devices and the central server.
The framework we proposed in this paper can be thought as
a sort of fog computing, however, the purpose of using regional
servers as edge servers is not for oﬄoading the work of the central server but for performing high-resolution simulation, realtime interaction, and filtering the data sent to the central server.
The central server, which may not necessarily be a powerful HPC
server like supercomputer, is used to serve as a bridge to help realize the collaboration of regional servers, which is expected to
realize a bi-directional refinement distributed collaborative simulation system.
In this direction, JAMSTEC and NTT are conducting research
which utilizes edge computing and the Earth Simulator which is a
supercomputer for earth science, to perform multi-scale weather
forecast simulation for smart society of the future [13], [14]. Although it is quite similar to our research on performing multiscale simulation using edge computing, there still exist some essential diﬀerences. In their research, there is a powerful supercomputer, so users can always trust the result on the Earth Simulator; and the purpose of using edge servers is to integrate and
filter the measured data to reduce the observed noises in order to
finally help refine the global simulation on the Earth Simulator. In
our case, we don’t expect the central server to have extreme reliability nor high performance like a supercomputer and the purpose
of the central server is to exchange boundary conditions for regional servers, and we always expect the result on regional server
is more reliable. As a result, the system in our proposal could
be more reliable in case of any failure of another regional server
or central server, since each regional server performs simulations
independently so that any failure at one regional server will not
make other regional servers stop or restart. Even the central server
might stop.
Multi-scale simulation in various resolutions utilizes techniques such as nested grid and adaptive mesh refinement [15],
[16]. For example, the research [15] improves the resolution of
tsunami simulation by using multi-scale nested grid, and the research [16] dynamically outstands regional phenomena in windspeed visualization by nested finer grid. Firstly, in the nested
grid simulation, multiple-levels of finer-grid simulations are performed on the region of interests, and their results are repeatedly
embedded into their upper-level, or parent, coarser-grid simulations. All of these simulations are usually performed on a same
centralized server. In contrast to this, the fine-grid simulation
on regional servers and the coarse-grid simulation on a central
sever makes up a similar multi-scale simulation in our research,
however, these simulations are separately performed at the distributed computing servers and the computing initially starts from
regional servers which are loosely coupled via the coarse-grid
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simulation on the central server. Secondly, the usual nested grid
in Ref. [15] computes the coarse-grid parent domain and finegrid child domain alternatively, since in each computing loop, the
computing on fine-grid child domain has to wait for completion
of computing on parent domain and then generate boundary condition, after that the fine-grid result is used to refine the coarsegrid result. In our case, we can perform both fine-grid simulation on regional server and coarse-grid simulation on a central
server at the same time in parallel, and help refine each other by
bi-directional communications. Thirdly, papers [15], [16] don’t
consider errors due to various resolutions inherently, but during
our investigation, we found that these errors are inevitable and
this issue has already been reported in two-way embedding algorithms of nested grid [17], [18], which is used in ocean dynamics
or weather forecast field, and our related consideration on such
errors will be discussed in Section 3.6.

3. Silk Road Framework for Distributed Collaborative Simulation
In previous section, we have already explained the distributed
collaborative simulation and its basic multi-scale bi-directional
refinement model used in our framework. This section will introduce the details of our design and implementation, and some
essential general issues will be also considered in the framework.
For simplicity, instead of a thorough design starting from zero,
we utilized an existing project named Simulation Caching Framework [19] in our group which is designed for interactive remote
supercomputing. Now for the new purpose of distributed collaborative simulation in this paper, we have extended the original
framework to the new Silk Road Framework which considers the
bi-directional collaboration of multiple users in a distributed environment. Before going deeper, it’s necessary to introduce the
original framework and first compare the diﬀerences in terms of
background.
3.1 Background: Simulation Caching Framework
Simulation Caching Framework is a general-purpose framework for interactive remote supercomputing [19]. The strategy is
to utilize a regional server to hide network delay by redundantly
performing limited area and/or lower resolution simulation on regional server to give a timely response. In this former framework,
the computing starts from central server which always keeps a
better simulation result than regional server, so the communication for consistency control is purely a single-direction from
central to regional server (refered to as downward quality control, DQC). We name the framework “Simulation Caching” since
the role of the regional server is to cache the simulation program to perform simulation for timely response, and to receive
downward simulation data in some frequency to restart the simulation for maintaining the data within acceptable accuracy. Although the former framework had considered to extend for multiple users’ interaction [20], [21], the former endeavor is to share
inputs to other regional users via central server, while current Silk
Road Framework assumes users focus on diﬀerent region without
overlapping, and all information including inputs and simulation
propagating are shared through boundary condition via the cen-
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Fig. 2

The system design of Silk Road Framework.

tral server.
In Silk Road Framework serving multiple users, the computing starts from each regional server which is expected to maintain a better simulation result for a limited area, and the downward data is not for consistency updating any more, instead it
is for boundary conditions which reflect the influences by other
regional users. And since the regional servers know quite well
about their domains of interest, an inverse upward communication from a regional server to the central server is necessary to
help improve the global simulation, which we would like to refer
to as upward quality control (UQC).
3.2 System Design of Silk Road Framework
Figure 2 illustrates the overview of the system design of our
Silk Road Framework which includes the bi-directional quality
control processing UQC and DQC. In this figure, the blocks in
red color mean this process belongs to the user application, such
as providing input data for interaction, and simulation and visualization program. Domain I/F denotes the interface between regional server and central server which is used to relay input data
and occasional downward visualization data for observation and
debugging.
The newly added upward quality control and revised downward quality control have achieved a bi-directional message passing route for regional servers and the central server in Silk Road
Framework. Indeed, with the help of this bi-directional communication routes designed for general purpose, users can define any
transferred data on their own, and develop their own synchronization or processing functions according to their applications. Here
we are considering in general, and providing the data processing
scheme for typical situations in our proposed distributed collaborative simulation.
Figure 3 shows the overview of flowcharts of DQC and UQC
process. In DQC time step, central server side will extract part
of its simulation data as the DQC data and send it to the regional
server side for generating its boundary condition. Once the regional server identifies the received data is DQC data rather than
dummy message in other time steps, the received data will be
sent to the simulation program and participate into simulation in
the next time step. In UQC, regional server side will extract its
simulation data as the UQC data and send it to the central server
for updating since we expect the high-resolution simulation on
the regional server is more accurate then it could help refine the
global simulation on central server.
Although Silk Road Framework is to build a bi-directional road
for data exchanging, except for the message passing road, some
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Fig. 3 The overview of flowcharts of DQC and UQC.

Fig. 4 A typical situation of multi-scale bi-directional refinement model.

common essential issues should also be considered for DQC and
UQC process. The next two subsections tells the considerations
of typical processing in DQC and UQC.
3.3 Essential Considerations in DQC
The typical situation is a regional server performs a highresolution simulation on a limited area while central server performs a low-resolution but global area simulation which covers
the regional simulation’s area. Figure 4 shows the situation when
we assume the ratio of global and regional simulation’s resolution
is double on x-dimension and y-dimension separately in the two
dimensional case. Due to limitations on space, this figure just
shows part of the global area which covers the regional simulation area. Since the communication between regional server and
central server are in a distributed environment where relatively
large network delay exists, both DQC and UQC are scheduled in
some frequency as a parameter rather than every time step.
In order to send the required boundary condition to a regional
server from the central server at DQC time step, the first process
is to extract the necessary data for sending. Figure 5 shows this
data extract process. On central server side, the yellow color area
in the figure indicates the duplicate area with regional simulation, a little larger gray color area includes necessary information
for regional simulation’s boundary condition. To reduce the data
size for transferring and corresponding overhead, the white color
area’s data does not need to be sent, and we use a parameter KK
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Fig. 5 Data extract in DQC.

Fig. 6 Interpolation process in DQC.

to adjust the yellow area’s size for application users. As a result,
the gray and yellow area’s simulation data will be sent from the
central server to a regional server.
After regional server receives the DQC data, it still needs to
perform two diﬀerent kinds of interpolation using the lower resolution DQC data to generate the boundary condition for highresolution regional simulation. Figure 6 shows an example to
illustrate this interpolation process. For simplicity of explaining, we use diﬀerent colors to identify the grids, areas and situations. First of all, in the overall global simulation space, the
innermost rectangular area which is surrounded by a bold yellow
border refers to a regional server’s domain of interest. Its adjacent area, which is mainly colored in green and surrounded by
a bold green border, determines the boundary condition we need
for regional simulation. The boundary consists of green grid and
blue grid. For the green grid, we have to perform interpolation
since there is no corresponding grid with the global simulation
on central server, not like the blue grid. So, with the help of DQC
data from central server, we have to perform some interpolation
process on regional server side to generate the needed boundary
condition in high resolution.
For simplicity of implementation, we mainly use averaging for
interpolating the value of green grids. To make this easier to specify in the figure, we mark the coordinate (0, 0) at the most leftdown green grid of boundary condition, and use coordinate (i, j)
to indicate each grid along the upward direction and rightward
direction respectively.
Specifically, to interpolate the up-side grids of boundary condition, we directly use the existing value of DQC data at mapped
position (when j is odd), or average the left and right neighbors
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of DQC data (when j is even). The same to the right-side grids
of boundary condition, use the existing mapped DQC data (when
i is odd), or average the up and down neighbors of DQC data
(when i is even). For the down-side and left-side grids of boundary condition, since there is no existing mapped value in DQC
data, it need a bit more attention. For the interpolation of downside grids, do average using its up and down neighbors’ value in
DQC data (when j is odd), and find the average of the nearest
four surrounding grid’s value in DQC data (when j is even). The
same to the left side grids, but use i instead of j to justify the
interpolated grid’s situation.
It is important to note that, the ratio of the resolution of finegrid regional simulation and coarse-grid global simulation may
be 3, 4, 5 or more times. If the ratio is odd like 3, the above discussed interpolation and mapping relationship between regional
and global simulation will be diﬀerent, for example, the number
of ghost cells may decrease and interpolation may become a little
simpler. And if the ratio is more like 4 times, the improvement
from fine-grid simulation may be bigger whereas it may bring
about more errors on boundary condition since the diﬀerence between global and regional simulation will become larger.
Furthermore, as far as we know, it’s almost impossible to interpolate a perfect value without any error in this kind of various resolution simulations and develop a general interpolation
process suits for any kind of simulations, since the interpolation
inherently depends on the characteristics of the specific user applications. Currently we use the typical averaging method as the
default interpolation processing in DQC, but application users of
our framework may replace it with their own interpolation function, since the interpolation would aﬀect the accuracy of simulation.
Since the Silk Road Framework itself is building a bidirectional message passing route for distributed collaborative
simulation. It’s a system to help realize multiple regional servers’
collaboration via a central server, and we are providing the framework as a framework developer and considering essential general
issues as an application user. So here we only discuss the essential interpolation process when the ratio of resolution on space
equals 2 on x, y dimension separately (actually the ratio of resolution on time is also 2, which will be discussed later), and only
consider relatively simple averaging for interpolating boundary
conditions.
3.4 Essential Considerations in UQC
Since we expect the high-resolution simulation result on regional servers could help refine the global simulation on the central server, the UQC data is sent to update the simulation data on
the central server at some frequency.
Figure 7 shows the process of UQC at each UQC time step.
Firstly, extract part data from fine-grid simulation result on the
regional server, it’s recommended by us to directly pick the cells
which have nature mapping relationship with the grids of coarsegrid simulation on the central server. Of course, it could be the
average value of every four grids on regional server to update one
grid on the central server if the user like. Secondly, after the central server received UQC data, it’s time to update the simulation
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Fig. 9 Error source analysis.

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Updating process in UQC.

An implemented example when two regional servers are in collaboration.

data on central server. Since regional server cannot receive DQC
data every time step, in addition to some other factors we will
discuss in Section 3.6, there exist errors on boundary condition
areas. So we divide the regional area on the central server into
two parts which is called Core and Outer area, and set a parameter LL for users to adjust the size of the two parts. In Core area,
we can choose to totally trust the UQC data from regional server;
but in Outer area, we can use the weight value to get a balanced
result based on UQC data and central server’s data.
Compared to DQC, the frequency of UQC could be much
lower, since the central server has the ability to receive inputs and
perform its simulation covering this regional area without UQC
data, while the regional simulation have to rely on the DQC data
to generate boundary condition. Another reason is that the data
size of UQC data is much bigger, to reduce the data size to be
transferred at UQC time step, we may just send sampled data instead of sending whole area’s data.
3.5 Implementation
Based on the system design and the essential consideration
of bi-directional quality control discussed in previous sections,
we have implemented the framework that could support multiple
users’ collaboration.
Figure 8 shows an implemented example when two regional
servers are working in collaboration. The simulation is a diﬀusion simulation which we will take as a case study in next section.
The diﬀerent colors in visualization represent a diﬀerent level of
simulation data. This snapshot shows that each regional server
can correctly reflect the influences happening at their outer space
which may be aﬀected by other regional servers. To be specific,
in the left-down corner of the regional server#1, the visualization
result shows that the value of simulation data is higher around
this corner, which reflects the inbound influences caused by the
other regional server#2. Similarly, regional server#2 reflects the
inbound influences at its up-right corner. In this figure, the main
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parameters are that the frequency of DQC is every 30 time steps,
and the geographical background cannot absorb the diﬀusion at
all.
It optimistically shows that by collaboration, each regional
server can get the boundary condition they need so that they could
reflect the phenomena happened at outer space. However, visualization may deceive us since human eyes are not sensitive enough
to recognize some diﬀerences in simulation data.
3.6 Error Analysis
Intuitively, it seems that regional simulation which is in higher
resolution on space and time should be definitely more accurate
than the data of same area in the low-resolution global simulation. However, there exist inevitable errors in our model and
other multi-scale simulations. References [17], [18] call these
errors “noises” and the attempt to reduce the errors “noises control”. Since the inevitable errors are a general issue, it’s necessary
to analyze the sources in the context of our proposal.
First, since our research is for real-time interactive simulation under a distributed network environment, the quality control
(DQC or UQC) of every time step is impossible. So, the regional
server has no way to know the latest change on boundary conditions during the interval time steps between each DQC, that
is the interval steps between t0 and tDQC in Fig. 9. And on the
other hand, since the regional simulation is in higher resolution
on space, for example if the resolution on a space is double on
the x dimension and y dimension separately in the two dimensional case, the resolution of fine-grid simulation in time should
also be double in order to propagate the simulation in the same
physical area, which is shown in Fig. 9. Therefore at the interval
between t0 and t1 , the boundary condition for fine-grid simulation
also exists error.
Secondly, the interpolation of boundary condition for fine-grid
regional simulation is based on the coarse-grid global simulation’s data. There are a lot of ghost cells as we have seen in Fig. 6.
And although we did interpolation to generate these values, due
to the characteristics of computing in simulation, it’s inevitable to
bring about errors in this interpolation process.
Thirdly, diﬀerent simulation resolution (the mesh size) will
make the phenomena of simulation itself diﬀerent, for example,
the speed of a diﬀusion phenomenon may be faster in a coarsegrid space than a fine-grid space. The error souring from diﬀerent
mesh size is also reported in Ref. [18].
Lastly, the updating process in UQC from fine-grid simulation
to coarse-grid simulation may bring about few errors when refine
the global simulation.
In order to reduce the errors, we have been developing some
eﬀorts to control the noises. For example, at the interval time
steps between each DQC, we may use some predict models to
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predict a boundary condition for next time step according to the
current regional simulation data. Currently, in this paper, we are
always using the last time interpolated boundary condition as a
constant boundary condition for the interval times steps between
each DQC.

Table 1 Symbols denoting simulations in single-machine evaluation program.
Symbols
R
C
U
B
R1 /C1 /U1 /B1
R2 /C2 /U2 /B2

4. A Case Study for Evaluation
4.1 The Diﬀusion Simulation as the Case Study
We develop a two dimensional diﬀusion simulation as a case
study to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our framework and the
model of distributed collaborative simulation. Since the computing is based on the partial diﬀerential equation which can describe
a lot of phenomenon such as the diﬀusion of sound, heat or pollutant material. So we have no need to distinguish the practical
meaning of the simulation itself only if it can correctly describe
the physical phenomena of diﬀusion from the perspective of the
Silk Road Framework.
Since regional user needs a more accurate simulation result on
their domain of interest, for this region-based requirement, we
introduce geographical information into the diﬀusion simulation
which could interact and influence the simulation. The geographical information generated can be simply divided into the sea and
the land. We assume that diﬀusion can propagate on the sea; and
assume that the land can absorb the diﬀusion or cannot absorb it
at all (be insulated to the diﬀusion), which are the two extreme
ends of the eﬀects to the simulation.
For visualization, we prepare a normal style visualization and
a log-scale visualization mainly in gray-scale coloring for errors
observation. The sea and the land are rendered in two colors to
show the geographical structure. In normal style, we use diﬀerent
colors as the bar shows in Fig. 8 to linearly express the changement of simulation data in several segmented range. In log-scale
visualization, we compute the base 2 logarithm of the simulation
data for color mapping to magnify the visual observation of the
simulation data which is close to zero, and except for the diﬀusion source rendered in red color, all data is expressed in linear
gray-scale color.
4.2

Experiment Design (Single-machine Evaluation Program)
For the purpose of purely evaluating the eﬀectiveness of the
multi-scale bi-directional refinement model for distributed collaborative simulation in Silk Road Framework, we specially developed a single-machine evaluation program which combines diffusion simulation and all data processing functions such as data
extraction, interpolation of boundary condition, updating and so
on, but remove all data transferring. This is because we would
like to concentrate on the evaluation of the simulation quality under various simulator configurations without suﬀering from the
network delay for transferring large amount of data. As a result,
this single-machine program is implemented to easily display the
real-time visualization, compare the accuracy of simulation data,
output measurement data for post analysis, and then evaluate the
eﬀectiveness of our model.
In this evaluation program, initially there are two simulations
that regional simulation in high-resolution and global simulation
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Denoting
high-resolution regional simulation w/ collaboration
low-resolution global simulation w/ collaboration
high-resolution global simulation
low-resolution global simulation w/o collaboration
the above simulations on a first region
the above simulations on a second region

in low-resolution collaborating with each other by utilizing DQC
and UQC processing. In addition, we add another two simulations to be compared for evaluating the eﬀectiveness of our
model. Firstly, since both regional simulation and global simulation cannot be perfect due to the lack of correct boundary condition or details of regional geographical information, we introduce
a simulation which covers a global area and be in high resolution
(ultimate simulation), so that the result of this ultimate simulation
can be thought as the ground truth for the quality comparison. It
is important to note that such an ultimate simulation doesn’t exist
in real Silk Road Framework.
Secondly we implemented a standalone low-resolution global
area simulation, or base simulation, as our competitor. With this
base simulation, concerning to the region of interest, we could
investigate the eﬀect of the tradeoﬀ between the accuracy of
the boundary condition and the simulation resolution, that is the
diﬀerence between the low-resolution simulation with accurate
boundary condition in every time step and high-resolution simulation with less accurate boundary condition. For easily referring,
we use symbols to denote the above simulations described in Table 1.
4.3 A Snapshot and Observation
Figure 10 shows a snapshot of this single-machine evaluation
program at one time step, in this figure, we use a log-scale visualization style in order to capture the very small simulation data
close to zero, the minimum value in simulation data. The illustration shows the color ranges from black to white, except that the
diﬀusion source is in red color. The layout shows the arrangement
of four kinds of simulation in the evaluation *2 . And we specially
add a D1 and D2 window to show the diﬀerences between R1 and
B1 (and R2 and B2 ), since the visual perception of humans is not
sensitive enough to see tiny diﬀerences in visualization result.
To generate D1 and D2 , in every time step, at first we compare
each gird’s value of regional simulation or base simulation against
the ultimate simulation, then compare the absolute value of their
diﬀerences in order to see which one is more closer to the ultimate
simulation serving as truth. This comparison can be expressed in
D1 = |R1 − U1 | − |B1 − U1 |, and the according diﬀerence is rendered in diﬀerent colors to have intuitional observation. Since B1
is in lower resolution than R1 and U1 , so in order to compare in
same grid size, we simply use each grid’s value in B1 four times
to map three nonexistent neighbouring grids in comparison( R1(i, j)
*2

Since both C and B are low-resolution global simulation, the diﬀerence
between them is whether using collaboration with regional servers or not,
so in order to reduce the number of visualization windows for a clearer
overall view, we use keyboard pressing event to let users choose showing
C result or B result freely at the display window illustrated as “C or B.”
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Fig. 10

A snapshot of single-machine evaluation program.

against B1(i/2, j/2) in some sense).
In Fig. 10, we can also observe some interesting phenomenon.
At first, the diﬀerent edge shape of diﬀusion in U and C shows
that diﬀerent resolution will make the diﬀusion speed diﬀerent,
which demonstrates the multi-scale resolution simulation will
bring about some error that we have already discussed in section3.6. Secondly, if we look carefully at the up-left area where
is the intersection place of the sea and the land, in high resolution U1 , the diﬀusion starts to diﬀuse on a small river upwards
and will approach a small lake later in fact, but this diﬀusion will
never approach this river in low resolution C or B, because the
low-resolution geographical information ignored the entrance of
the small river. This means high-resolution simulation sometimes
means not only a more accurate value, but also the existence of
phenomena or not. Thirdly, in D1 , the most area is rendered in
light blue color or yellow color which means the data on R1 is
more accurate than B1 . Nevertheless, there are still some pixels
in red showing that R1 exists error, and actually as the time step
goes, error may happen at the boundary area first then propagate
toward inside. In the next section, we will give more details about
measurement to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of distribute collaborative simulation.
4.4 Measurement and Data Analysis
In order to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of distribute collaborative simulation, we choose the result of ultimate simulation U
as perfect truth, and anticipate that the regional simulation R and
global simulation C could be closer to U than the competitor base
simulation (B). To compare the simulation data of R, C, B to the
according data of U, we adopt Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
as the measurement.



N
1 
RMS E =
(yi − yi )2
(1)
N i=1
Since the eﬀects on each regional user is the same, we focus
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Fig. 11 The setted typical test situation.

on one region as the measurement area. Indeed, for each regional
server, its own simulation result with interactions will try to eﬀect
outbound (flow out), and other regional server’s simulation result
will have an inbound eﬀect (flow in). And essentially, inbound
and outbound eﬀects constitute the fundamental influence to the
quality of collaborative simulation. So among diverse kinds of
situations, we pick a typical situation as the test situation. Figure 11 shows this situation, we fix a diﬀusion source locating at
the center of a region for easier analysis, and fix an outside diffusion source, and the two sources have same distance to the left
margin of the measured region. So in this region, there will be
both inbound and outbound eﬀects. And the region we choose is
near to the Tsugaru Strait of Japan.
We trace the data for 50 thousand time steps which is a reasonably long period, and set main parameters as follows: the physical size of global area is 4 times than regional area on x and y
dimension separately; the grid size of C is 512 by 512, the grid
size of R is 256 by 256, and the grid size of U is 1,024 by 1,024;
the float precision is double type; the frequency of DQC is every 30 time steps, and the frequency of UQC is every 1,200 time
steps; the geographical background can absorb the difussion in
the simulation; during updating in UQC, on Core area of C1 , we
totally believe all UQC data, and on Outer area of C1 we believe
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Fig. 12

The measurement result on regional server side.

Fig. 13 The measurement result on central server side.

both UQC data and C1 data half and a half. At the interval time
steps between each DQC time step, we always use the last time
interpolated boundary condition to compute.
Figure 12 shows the result of comparison on regional server
side. By comparing the diﬀerence of simulation data with the result of ultimate simulation U, it shows that the result of regional
simulation which utilizes collaboration is constantly more accurate than B1 . Figure 13 shows that on central server side, the central global simulation can be refined by using UQC in the case of
setting the frequency of UQC every 1,200 time steps.
As we could see in Fig. 13, there is the possibility that the simulation result user observed may contain periodic phenomenon incurred by the UQC process, this may mislead users’ understanding on the simulation results. In order to avoid this misunderstanding, we could provide some additional information to help
users justify the phenomenon, for example, using a progress bar
to show the time from the previous UQC or DQC may be helpful.

sult, real-time interactions, reliability, low cost because centralized high performance computer or supercomputer is not mandatory. Based on this model, we propose and implement a general purpose framework named Silk Road Framework to help realize such distributed collaborative simulations, which provides
the bi-directional refinement of on-going simulation by exchanging adequate amount of simulation results occasionally without
inducing unacceptable network delay. Through the multi-scale
bi-directional refinements using DQC and UQC process, both
simulations on regional servers and the central server can be refined. The availability and eﬀectiveness of the framework and
distributed collaborative simulation are demonstrated through a
2D diﬀusion simulation as a case study.
Currently the evaluation using the case study is relatively a very
simple situation, the diﬀusion simulation itself is not so complicated, and the test scenario of case study is a simple configuration where the either regional servers are the same size area and
not intersected. As future work, we would like to perform more
evaluations and examinations in an actual remote network environment and in more complex test scenarios, and we also would
like to investigate more complicated simulations.
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